
『3GPI』 Introduction 
 
1. Product Summary 
This product is a USB connection 3G data communication expansion board which can be 
mounted on Raspberry Pi Model B or Model B +. 
Since it is assumed to be used only in Japan, communication modules that have already 
acquired TELEC and JATE certification are used. Of the Raspberry Pi's GPIO pin 
headers, GPIO 17 and GPIO 27 are used for power ON / OFF of communication module 
and reset signal output, and GPIO 22 is used as input for monitoring power supply. 
Since it is possible to use other terminals as normal GPIO, it is assumed that other than 
these terminals are used, other boards can be stacked on this board. In addition, DC + 
DC converter of + 5V output is carried on board of this product. With Raspberry Pi alone, 
via a USB cable 
Although it was possible to use only DC + 5V power supply, it is possible to use various 
power supplies via this board. 
 

Specification Note 

Model 3GPI   

Dimension of PCB 85 x 56 mm Except for the protrusion 

Voltage 12 V available from 9 to 18 V 

Consumption current (Max) 0.5 A 

 

This does not apply when 

using GPS 

Operation temperature 0 to 50℃  no condensation 

Mounted Communication Module SIM5320J 

certification of conformance 

to technical 

standards(Japan) 

Inter face 

USB mini B Only for Raspberry Pi 

DC Jack 
For plug with externalφ5.5 

mm,  internal φ2.1 mm 

Pin header 
26pin for ModelB, B+ 

40pin for ModelB+ 

SMA connector x 

2 
for 3G, GPS antenna 

Environmental response RoHS, Pb free   

※There is a possibility that the specification is changed in the future. 



Bundled items list 
3GPI main body 1 

microSD Card (installed Raspbian) included SD Card adapter 1 

3G antenna 1 

AC adapter (12V 1A) 1 

USB-A (male) to USB mini-B (male)  100mm cable 1 

Spacers(M3) set for Raspberry Pi Model B 1 

Spacers(M2.6) set for Raspberry Pi Model B 2 

Instruction manual 1 

 

 

      
 
 

 
※Please prepare Raspberry Pi by customer. SIM socket only supports standard SIM.  

※Please make customer's contract with each communication carrier. 

 

If you are using the following MVNO operators, just connect the SIM and connect 

automatically. 

DTI: ServersMan SIM LTE 

ASAHI Net: LTE 128K plan (including fixed IP plan) 

Although the operation of SIM below has also been confirmed, it is necessary to add the 

setting manually. 

WIRELESS GATE: WiFi + LTE 

OCN: Mobile ONE Prepaid 

 2-φ2.6 hole USB mini-B connector 

SIM socket 

φ3 hole 

DC Jack 

 GPS antenna connector 

3G antenna connector 



We can not guarantee any problems arising from the connection by a business plan, rate plan 

other than the above. 

 
※GPS antenna can only use 3 V, active antenna within 20 mA. 

(We have sold products confirmed in our company at our sales site.) 

 

3. Usage notes 

· When installing to Raspberry Pi, please install so that each pin socket number matches. 

If it is shifted even in one row, it may cause a malfunction. 

· Be careful not to apply unreasonable force to each connector and pin socket of this board. 

· When placing a SIM card, please pay attention to the orientation. Insertion by mistake will cause malfunction. 

· Environment when energized 

Even outside the installation site of the equipment, metal fragments and conductive dust are present around the 

periphery even during setting and development 

Please do it in an environment where it does not occur. Contact and adhesion of these to the board may cause 

malfunction. 

· Avoid using in the following places as much as possible. If it is inevitable to install, please allow it after sufficient 

safety has been secured by the customer. Especially since breakdown derived from the power supply has a danger 

of causing unexpected fire and accidents, we have requested sufficient measures by the customer, such as providing 

a shutdown circuit to the outside. 

● Recommended Operating Environment Temperature Range Exceeding 0 ° C to 50 ° C, Condensation-prone 

Location 

● Where conductive dust is generated 

● In a radio wave shielded environment such as a metal enclosure or a place surrounded by wire mesh, please 

extend the antenna to the outside of the shielded section. (Please note that extensible length may be severely 

restricted.) 

· We can not guarantee the operation with power supply with smaller capacity than the included AC adapter. 

The recommended operating voltage range is + 9V to + 18V, and one capable of securing a current value of 1A or 

more instantaneously is required. 

We can not guarantee the operation with a power supply that does not satisfy this condition. 

· To prevent accidents, please make sure that the polarity of the power supply is not mistaken. 

The power DC jack is compatible only with plugs with an outer diameter of 5.5 mm, an inner diameter of 2.1 mm, 

and a length of approximately 10 mm. 

The polarity is center +. If you are preparing the power supply by the customer, such as using other than the included 

AC adapter 

Please note the specification and polarity of the above plug. 



4. Setup 

1. Please install this product so that each number of Raspberry Pi GPIO pin and pin socket match. 

2. Insert the supplied microSD into the SD card adapter (insert it as microSD for Model B +) and set it to Raspberry 

Pi. 

3. Slide the SIM socket in the direction of the "OPEN" arrow so that the SIM holder side of the socket rises slightly 

It is getting. Pay attention to the orientation of the SIM and insert the SIM into the holder side. 

 

 

The direction of the cutout of the SIM is as shown in the picture on the right. 

Close the holder and slide it again in the direction of the "LOCK" arrow to complete the setting. If the SIM is not 

installed correctly, the holder will not close. Please be careful if you try to force the holder to close, please note that 

the socket will be damaged Please attach the 3G antenna to the SMA connector closer to the DC jack as shown in 

the picture. Even a single fixing nut on the antenna side is slightly consolidated, but just in case just turn the nut 

while confirming that the thread is correctly inserted. 

If you connect this product with Raspberry Pi with the included USB cable, preparation before power-on is completed. 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



4.Schematic  
 

 
 



6. Other 

If you feel abnormal before and after setup, please check the following. 

· It does not start even after setup according to the procedure 

In our shipping inspection, after connecting to Raspberry Pi alone and confirming that 3G 

communication is possible 

Shipment is on. Since it is possible to consider the effects of peripheral devices connected to Raspberry 

Pi other than this product, 

Just to be sure, please look at the following. 

Head office document 

Http://www.raspberrypi.org/ documentation / 

trouble shooting 

Http://elinux.org/index.php?title=R-Pi_Troubleshooting&oldid=294890 

Raspbian FAQ 

Http://raspbian.org/Raspbian FAQ 

· Can not communicate 

Make sure 3G antenna is connected to SMA connector CN2 3G side of this product. 

Make sure that the SIM card is installed correctly. 

Please check the contents of the communication agreement. 

If there is no problem with the antenna connection status, SIM card, the status check by executing 

the command from the shell 

Is required. 

· Can not acquire coordinates from GPS 

In the case of an antenna prepared by the customer, the antenna type, usable voltage, consumption 

current, 

Check the male and female of the SMA connector pin. 

Make sure the antenna is correctly connected to the CN3 GPS side. 

Immediately after startup, it may take time to acquire coordinates. Please wait for a little while. 

If it can not be acquired after 15 minutes or more, it is necessary to check the status by executing the 

command from the shell. 

☆ Please check the product details (URL below) of "3 GPI" product page. 

Http://www.mechatrax.com/product/130-2 

☆ Please also look at "3GPI" facebook. 

Https://www.facebook.com/3gpi.mtx 

"Inquiries on 3GPI in general: info@mechatrax.com" 

Well then, we look forward to your continued patronage, thank you.                    


